
POWERLESSNESS –  Part 1. 
   

 

 All around me is just DARKNESS. It's dark, the deepest darkness, no stars, no moon. 

  I see a small light in front of me. I stand in the darkness and really want to reach the light I 

see before me. I walk towards the light, I almost run to the light, but I can't reach it.  

 It is a paradox because the faster I run and want to reach the light, the further it is away from 

me. And it comes back again, it is here - the feeling inside that whatever I do or do not do,  still I 

can't catch the light no matter how quickly I run, the distance between me and the light remains the 

same. I really want to reach the light, it is not just a thought in my head anymore, my whole being 

longs for it, but I can't.  

 It's a terrible feeling and I would give anything to come to the light, but I can't. I see it in 

front of me. When I stand, do nothing at all and turn away from the light because I resigned that I 

could ever reach that light, it approached me within reach of my hand. However, when I stretch my 

hand out to touch it, the light went back as far as it was before. 

 The DARKNESS that is around me now, is POWERLESSNESS.  
 Just because of the fact that I can't change it, I can't reach the light, I feel 

POWERLESSNESS. 

 POWERLESSNESS is the moment when I RESIGNED.  
 Then the situation gets as if reversed. The light is at hand, but when I stretch my hand out so 

I can catch it, it goes back where it was and the darkness becomes denser then. The darkness 

thickens energetically in the sense that the more times the process repeats itself, the more dense and 

heavy the darkness gets. It is so intense that I can no longer stretch my hand out as if the darkness 

materialises and it will not allow me to move in it.  

 As long as I am only in those two positions that I am walking or doing nothing, the darkness 

is thin and I can move.  

 As soon as I get to the point that the darkness thickens, I can not move anymore and the 

light remains ahead of me, it's like a cruel mockery, because the light is ahead of me, but I don't 

have the strength to stretch my hand at all. It's a game of fear that it plays with us.  

 This is expressed in energy level as it is when HOPELESSNESS is created. 

 When the energy is so dense and hard that we are completely surrounded 

by darkness and we cannot reach out to touch the light and take it, we will die.  

 Then the Darkness will absorb all our HOPE and the Light will thicken.  

  HOPELESSNESS will take away our life. 
 (a beautiful energy came that entered all over  me as if the heat would spilled in my body)  

 The LIGHT that was in front of you, that this fear pushes away from us,  

is the LIGHT OF FAITH and fear can manipulate with this light in this way.  

 The LIGHT that is in front of you is the LIGHT of Faith that I give to you 

on the palm of my hand. 
 

 Question: Should we go after the light, even though it is so far?  

 Answer: This is a false picture that fear presents to you that this Light is far away. In reality,  

it is near and right in front of you. Fear is not so powerful that it could carry away the Light so 

infinitely far. It only pushes it a tiny bit away from you so that you cannot touch it however it could 

continue to do it forever. And therefore if you have the strength to walk and the HOPE, the LIGHT 

will be still in front of you.  

 This is the manipulation of fear with your FAITH.  

 The LIGHT OF FAITH is in you, you are born with it, because FAITH, 

TRUST and HOPE are an integral part of Love.  



 If you lose any of them, you will gradually lose all of them.  

 Then I help you restore your FAITH and offer you the LIGHT OF FAITH 

in my palm. And I am close enough so you can receive it.  

 That LIGHT OF FAITH is within reach of your hand and that is the 

objective truth.  
 It is a false image of fear and a false illusion of fear that you do not have the Light at your 

fingertips. And that is why you cannot see the objective truth and instead of that, you accept this 

false game of fear as the reality of your life. This way you will not reach the Light of Faith. It is 

about what you accept as the reality of life, and if you accept a false image presented to you by fear,  

that will be your reality.  

 And it's about the FAITH of every single human being.  

 FAITH has unimaginably great healing power, because it can create an 

unimaginably large, powerful, enormous amount of energy.  

 It is FAITH that can heal you at all levels of your life and you human 

being as such.  
 If your FAITH were strong, firm and persistent, you would be able to heal all your body 

diseases only through your FAITH, you wouldn't need any chemically produced drugs, because I 

gave you all the necessary substances to support the healing and curing processes in your physical  

body.  

 Therefore, disease is fatal to human beings only when you 

lose your Faith.  
 Then the darkness of despair will empower you, and your powerlessness is 

the energy that then brings you the indispensable end from the perspective of 

the physical body that has resigned and thus death is coming.  
 Let me explain this on example of a disease on which many human beings have died in the 

past, that is leprosy.  

 And leprosy, like any other disease, is curable, but since in the past there 

has been a conviction in human society and its collective consciousness that this 

disease cannot be healed, you have condemned this person to death by denying 

help him, by excluding him from society and by denying him LOVE.  

 And I have already explained to you that Love, Faith, Trust and Hope are 

indivisible, integral and inseparable and if any of them is lost, they will all 

gradually disappear.  
 That is why human beings who have had leprosy in the past, and then they died, it was 

because of YOU - as individuals, but also YOU as a human society – have condemned them to 

death.  

 And it was precisely the fear that created this conviction in you.  

 And that is why fear has taken away the HOPE from you and made you think that this 

disease can not be cured  and it was the hopelessness of every single human being who had got this 

disease that has brought him death.  

 And the fact that these human beings were unable to receive the Light of Faith 

in their hands and put it in their hearts,  was because YOU as a human society had put 

in the human collective consciousness that this disease cannot be cured and it is fatal.  
 And so it was very easy to exploit this disease to eliminate all the people who became 

unwanted and unwelcome for anyone, anywhere. It was a way in which those unwanted people and 

all those who were in the way, were simply removed from your society. 

 And it has often happened that it got out of control of society and the disease spread like an 

epidemic, and many human beings died.  


